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RGB Y3D [4] MC [21] Aff-Inv Loss [19] Our Loss GT
Figure 1. Qualitative results from state-of-the-art models Y3D [4] and MC [21], our baseline model trained using the affine-invariant loss

proposed by [19] and the same model trained using our proposed structure-guided ranking loss. The model trained using our loss provides

more details of local depth structure and higher accuracy at depth boundaries. The test image is from Ibims [16], which is not used in the

training for any of the above models.

Abstract

Single image depth prediction is a challenging task due

to its ill-posed nature and challenges with capturing ground

truth for supervision. Large-scale disparity data generated

from stereo photos and 3D videos is a promising source of

supervision, however, such disparity data can only approxi-

mate the inverse ground truth depth up to an affine transfor-

mation. To more effectively learn from such pseudo-depth

data, we propose to use a simple pair-wise ranking loss with

a novel sampling strategy. Instead of randomly sampling

point pairs, we guide the sampling to better characterize

structure of important regions based on the low-level edge

maps and high-level object instance masks. We show that

the pair-wise ranking loss, combined with our structure-

guided sampling strategies, can significantly improve the

quality of depth map prediction. In addition, we introduce

a new relative depth dataset of about 21K diverse high-

resolution web stereo photos to enhance the generalization

ability of our model. In experiments, we conduct cross-

dataset evaluation on six benchmark datasets and show that

our method consistently improves over the baselines, lead-

ing to superior quantitative and qualitative results.

∗Corresponding author.

1. Introduction

Monocular depth prediction (monodepth) is a fundamen-

tal task in computer vision, and can be used in many real-

world applications. Due to its ill-posed nature, monodepth

critically relies on scene semantics and thus requires a di-

verse set of training data to ensure its generalization ability

to unseen content.

Traditional depth supervision datasets are captured by ei-

ther active or passive depth sensors, and as such are gen-

erally restricted to a single domain or scene type, e.g.,

road [11] or indoor [29]. To improve data diversity, recent

monodepth works [36] have used large-scale disparity data

generated from web stereo photos and 3D movies [19, 33].

However, both stereo photos and 3D movies may have been

post-edited to optimize for viewing experience. For exam-

ple, a common technique for changing the stereo viewing

experience is through the positioning the stereo window

by adjusting the virtual baseline and minimum disparity1.

Therefore, their disparity data only approximate the inverse

ground truth depth up to an affine transformation. Although

affine-invariant losses have been proposed to address this is-

sue [10, 19, 33], we find that using such loss function often

leads to sub-optimal results with blurry depth boundaries

1http://www.shortcourses.com/stereo/

stereo3-11.html
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and missing details (see Fig. 1).

To effectively learn from such pseudo-depth data, we

revisit the pair-wise ranking loss used in [3, 36]. The

ranking loss only depends on the depth ordinal relation-

ship (e.g. point A is in front of point B, or vice versa),

and thus is applicable to pseudo-depth data from various

sources [3, 10, 21, 22, 36]. Compared to pixel-wise regres-

sion losses, ranking losses penalize the wrong pairwise or-

dinal prediction between a sparse set of pixel pairs. We ob-

serve that how point pairs are sampled can have a big impact

on model’s performance.

The sampling space of the point pairs is large, but only

a small set of point pairs contains important constraints to

characterize the salient structure of the depth map, e.g. the

location of depth boundaries. Therefore, the random sam-

pling scheme, employed in prior work [3, 36], spends a lot

of training computation on uninformative point pairs. In

addition, depending on the application, accuracy in certain

regions can be of significantly higher importance. For ex-

ample, one prominent source of errors in depth maps, is

inconsistent depth prediction in salient object instances like

human. When part of a human is “cut-off” in the depth map,

striking visual artifacts will appear in downstream applica-

tions, such as shallow DoF rendering and view synthesis.

Motivated by these observations, we propose structure-

guided ranking loss which employs two carefully crafted

sampling strategies: Edge-Guided Sampling and Instance-

Guided Sampling. Edge-guided sampling focuses on point

pairs that characterize the location of the depth boundaries

and suppress false depth boundaries caused by strong image

edges. Instance-guided sampling is intended for improving

depth structural accuracy regarding salient object instances.

We show that this structure-guided ranking loss can pro-

duce higher quality depth maps than baseline losses. Based

on the proposed ranking loss, we train our model on a newly

collected large-scale web stereo photo dataset of about 21K

diverse photos. Our model achieves superior cross-dataset

generalization performance on six benchmark datasets com-

pared to state-of-the-art methods and baselines, showing the

effectiveness of the structure-guided ranking loss on stereo

depth data.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose a structure-guided ranking loss formulation

with two novel sampling strategies for monocular depth

prediction.

• We introduce a large relative depth dataset of about 21K

high resolution web stereo photos.

• With our proposed loss and the new dataset, our

model achieves state-of-the-art cross-dataset generaliza-

tion performance.

2. Related Work

Monodepth methods Traditional monodepth methods

rely on direct supervision [15, 23, 27] mainly through hand-

crafted features, to learn 3D priors from images. In re-

cent years, supervised deep learning models [2, 5, 6, 7,

18, 20, 24, 25, 37, 38, 39] have achieved state-of-the-art

performance in the task of monocular metric depth predic-

tion. These methods, trained on RGB-D datasets, learn a

mapping function from RGB to depth. Despite the fact

that these models can predict accurate depth when test-

ing on the same or similar datasets, they cannot be eas-

ily generalized to novel scenes. In addition to these su-

pervised methods, unsupervised or semi-supervised algo-

rithms have also been studied. The key idea behind these

methods [9, 12, 17, 35, 40] is the image reconstruction

loss for view synthesis, requiring calibrated stereo pairs or

video sequences for training. However, these models share

the same issue with supervised deep learning based meth-

ods. In other words, the model cannot be generalized to

new datasets. To address this issue, multiple in-the-wild

(-i.e., contains both indoor and outdoor scenes) RGB-D

datasets [3, 4, 19, 21, 34, 22, 33, 36] have been proposed.

Monodepth losses Since the depth of these datasets is

ambiguous in scale axis, directly using ℓ1 or ℓ2 loss func-

tions cannot train a model correctly. There are two alterna-

tives for addressing that problem. One solution is to design

a scale-invariant loss [6, 19, 21, 22, 33]. The other way is to

design a suitable ranking loss [3, 4, 36], which can be used

for training regardless of depth scale. The scale-invariant

loss, paying equal attention to each pixel in an image, is

prone to generate blurry predictions with details missing.

By contrast, the ranking loss computes losses on the se-

lected point pairs, which has potential to generate consistent

predictions with sharp depth discontinuities. However, pre-

vious ranking losses only computes their loss on pre-defined

or randomly sampled pairs of points. This leads to many

irrelevant pairs being selected for ranking, which may not

be useful for training procedures. We propose a structure-

guided ranking loss for training a monodepth model. Rather

than pre-defining or random sampling candidate pairs for

ranking, we instead perform online sampling guided by the

overall structure of the scnee including edges and object in-

stance masks.

Depth datasets Existing RGB-D datasets mainly come

from three sources: depth sensors, synthetic data, and Inter-

net images. Depth sensors (e.g., Kinect and laser scanner)

are commonly used to acquire accurate metric depth. How-

ever, are limited to indoor scenes [29, 30], or sparse recon-

structions [27, 31]. Recently, other active sensors have been

used to capture ground truth depth [16, 28, 32], however due
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to capture restrictions, these datasets consist of mostly rigid

objects. All of the above datasets are limited in terms of di-

versity, and do not generalize to images in-the-wild as one

might capture with their mobile phone.

Another source to acquire RGB and depth pairs is syn-

thetic data, e.g. [1, 8, 26]. These datasets are free of noise,

and can have accurate metric depth with sharp discontinu-

ities, however, there exists a domain gap between synthetic

and real data, which necessitates domain adaptation for real

world applications.

In order to explore the diversity of the visual world,

more and more attention has been paid to the source of

Internet images/videos, e.g. by; annotated monocular im-

ages [3], image collections or video for multi-view re-

constructions [4, 21, 22], stereo images [36], or stereo

videos [19, 33]. Most similar to ours, ReDWeb generates

dense relative depth maps from stereo images via comput-

ing stereo disparity, but only has 3,600 low-resolution im-

ages for training. In contrast to the above datasets, ours con-

sists of a large quantity (20K) of high-resolution, diverse,

training images.

3. Structure-Guided Ranking Loss for Monoc-

ular Depth Prediction

Given an RGB image I , we hope to learn a function

P = F(I), which generates a single channel depth map

P . We propose to train a model from web stereo images,

where only derived disparity maps are present for supervi-

sion. These disparity maps have an unknown shift and scale

factor to relate to (inverse) depth. For the sake of conve-

nience, in the following, we use depth to refer to inverse

depth unless mentioned otherwise.

DIW [3] proposes a pair-wise ranking loss to train mod-

els on this type of pseudo-depth data. The loss is de-

fined on a sparse set of point pairs with ordinal annotations.

Specifically, for a pair of points with predicted depth values

[p0, p1], the pair-wise ranking loss is

φ(p0−p1) =

{

log(1 + exp(−ℓ(p0 − p1))), ℓ 6= 0

(p0 − p1)
2, ℓ = 0,

(1)

where ℓ is the ground truth ordinal label, which can be in-

duced by a ground truth pseudo-depth map:

ℓ =











+1, p∗0/p
∗

1 >= 1 + τ,

−1, p∗0/p
∗

1 <= 1

1+τ
,

0, otherwise.

(2)

Here τ is a tolerance threshold, which is set to 0.03 in our

experiments, and p∗i denotes the ground-truth pseudo-depth

value. When the pair of point are close in the depth space,

i.e., ℓi = 0, the loss encourages the predicted p0 and p1 to

be the same; otherwise, the difference between p0 and p1

(a) Halo artifacts (b) Edge-guided (c) Instance-guided
Figure 2. (a) shows the halo effect along depth boundary region

generated by only sampling two points across an image edge; (b)

and (c) show the procedure of edge- and instance-guided sampling.

must be large to minimize the loss. Given a set of sampled

point pairs P = {[pi,0, pi,1], i = 1, . . . , N}, the overall

ranking loss can be defined as follows,

Lrank(P) =
1

N

∑

i

φ(pi,0 − pi,1). (3)

This type of pair-wise ranking losses is very general and

thus can be applied to various types of depth and pseudo-

depth data. However, how the specific point pairs are sam-

pled can have a big impact on the reconstruction quality.

Instead of using random sampling [3, 36], we propose a

segment-guided sampling strategy based on the combina-

tion of 1) image edges and 2) instance segmentation masks.

The goal is to focus the network’s attention on the regions

that we specifically care about, i.e. the salient depth struc-

tures of the scene.

3.1. EdgeGuided Sampling

In general, depth maps follow a strong piece-wise

smooth prior. In other words, the depth values change

smoothly in most of the regions, except at sharp depth dis-

continuity that occur in a small portion of the image. Ul-

timately, getting the correct depth at these discontinuities

is critical for most downstream applications. As a result,

randomly sampled point pairs waste most of their super-

vision on unimportant relationships, and depth prediction

computed with this strategy often looks blurry and lacks de-

tail.

How can we predict where such depth discontinuities

lie? One solution is to concentrate on regions where there

are images edges, as most object boundaries exhibit im-

age edges as well. Equally important to successfully pre-

dicting depth boundaries at image edges, is not predicting

depth boundaries at texture edges, e.g. strong image edges

that have no depth change. Again, randomly sampled point

pairs are often not helpful in that regard. Therefore, we

propose to handle both of these cases by simply sampling

points around image edges as much as possible.

One way to do this is to sample local point pairs that

reside across an image edge (see Fig. 2 (a)). We find that

such sampling has a side effect of over-sharpening the depth
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Algorithm 1 The procedure for edge-guided sampling

Require: Edge masks E, gradient maps Gx, Gy and gradient

magnitude G, number of edge pixels L to be sampled

Initial: Sampled points S = ∅
1: for i = 1, 2, ..., L do

2: Sample an edge point e

3: Sample 4 points [(xk, yk), k = a, b, c, d] according Eqn. 5

4: Add (a, b), (b, c) and (c, d) to S
5: end for

6: Return point pair set S

boundaries, leading to halo artifacts along the depth bound-

aries. Therefore, we propose a 4-point sampling scheme

to enforce the smoothness on each side of a depth boundary

(see Fig. 2 (b)). The 4 points lie on an orthogonal line cross-

ing a sampled edge point. Within a small distance range

of the edge point, we random sample two points on each

side, resulting in three pairs of points ([(a, b), (b, c), (c, d)]
in Fig. 2 (b)) for our ranking loss.

Given an image, we convert it to an gray-scale image and

use the Sobel operator to get the gradient maps Gx and Gy ,

and the gradient magnitude map G. Then we compute an

edge map E by thresholding the gradient magnitude map.

E = I[G ≥ α ·max(G)], (4)

where α is a threshold to control the density of E. For each

edge point e = (x, y) sampled from E, we sample 4 points

[(xk, yk), k = a, b, c, d] by

{

xk = x+ δkGx(e)/G(e)

yk = y + δkGy(e)/G(e).
(5)

We have δa < δb < 0 < δc < δd, and they are sampled

within a small distance range β from the edge point e. In

experiments, the α and β are set to 0.1 and 30, respectively.

To avoid sampling points too near to the edge point e, where

the ground truth depth value can be hard to define, we also

set a two-pixel margin on each side of the edge. The whole

sampling process is summarized in Alg. 1.

3.2. InstanceGuided Sampling

The above approach improves depth predictions around

image edges, however, often times such low level cues miss

important boundaries, and end up bisecting salient objects,

e.g, humans. This almost always leads to strong visual ar-

tifacts (e.g. a person’s head being “cut off”) in downstream

applications such as view synthesis and shallow DoF ren-

dering. A pure low-level edge-based sampling will still un-

dersample these critical regions. Therefore, we propose an

instance-guided sampling strategy to make the ranking loss

more sensitive to such salient depth structures.

Rather than leveraging an edge map, we rely on instance

segmentation masks as predicted by a network trained on

manual segmentation annotations. Similar to edges, we use

a 4-point scheme to sample three pairs of points to char-

acterize the depth structure of the object (see Fig. 2 (c)).

Specifically, we randomly sample a pair of points outside

and inside of mask respectively ((a, b) and (c, d)), and use

one point of each pair to form a cross-boundary pair ((b, c)).
We use segmentations generated by Mask R-CNN [13]

for this sampling strategy. A common issue of such instance

masks is that they also often miss small parts of the object,

such as human’s head, arms, etc. Once those small object

parts are not included in the mask, they have much smaller

chance to be sampled. Thus, we add an additional dilation

operation to expand the instance mask from Mask R-CNN.

3.3. Model Training

Point pair sampling Edge- and instance-guided sampling

can greatly enhance the local details of the depth prediction,

but we also find that they are not very effective in preserving

global structures, such as ground planes, walls, etc. There-

fore, we combine edge-guided sampling, instance-guided

sampling and random sampling to produce the final point

pairs for the ranking loss. For edge-guided sampling, we

enumerate through all N edge pixels and use the 4-point

scheme to sample three pairs, resulting in 3N point pairs.

Then we sample N random pairs to augment the sample

set. Note that, N is image dependent constant because dif-

ferent images have different numbers of intensity edges. For

instance-guided sampling, the number of sampled pairs per

instance is proportional to the area M of the mask, namely

3M based on the 4-point scheme.

Losses To enforce smooth gradients and sharp discontinu-

ities, we follow prior work [22] and add a multi-scale scale-

invariant gradient matching loss in inverse depth space. We

denote Ri = pi − p∗i and define the loss as:

Lgrad =
1

M

∑

s

∑

i

(|∇xRi
s|+ |∇yRi

s|), (6)

where M is the number of pixels with valid ground truth,

and Rs represents the difference of disparity maps at scale

s. Following [22], we use four scales in our experiments.

To obtain consistent depth with sharp discontinuities, we

combine Lrank and Lgrad together to supervise the train-

ing. Thus, our final loss can be given as:

L = Lrank + λLgrad (7)

where λ is a balancing factor, which is set to 0.2 in our

experiments.

Model For the model, we use the ResNet50-based net-

work architecture [36] as our backbone model. The net-

work is trained with synchronized stochastic gradient de-

scent (SGD) using default parameters over 4 GPUs. The
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batch size is set to 40 (10 images/GPU), and models are

trained with ranking loss for 40 epochs with an initial learn-

ing rate of 0.02, which is then multiplied by .1 after 20

epochs. During training, images are horizontally flipped

with a 50% chance, and resized to 448× 448.

4. Dataset

In this section, we introduce the “High-Resolution Web

Stereo Image” (HR-WSI) dataset (Fig 3), a diverse col-

lection of high-resolution stereo images collected from the

web. Similar to prior work [33, 36], we use FlowNet2.0 [14]

to generate disparity maps as our ground truth. However,

these generated disparity maps contain errors where flow

prediction fails, i.e. textureless regions and disocclusion

parts. To improve the data quality, we use a forward-

backwards flow consistency check to mask out outliers

which are ignored for training. Furthermore, as sky regions

pose a specific challenge, we also compute high-quality sky

segmentation masks via a pretrained network (see the sup-

plementary material for details), and set the disparity of sky

regions to be the minimum observed value. After manu-

ally rejecting bad ground truth data, we are left with 20378

images for training, and 400 images for validation.

Compared to ReDWeb [36], our dataset has three advan-

tages: more training samples (20378 vs. 3600), higher res-

olution (833 × 1251 vs. 408 × 465) and better handling of

regions of incorrect disparities, i.e. sky. For instance seg-

mentation masks, we use Mask-R-CNN that pre-trained on

the COCO dataset, and retain all bounding boxes with confi-

dence score ≥ 0.7. More specifically, we keep 15 labels in-

cluding living body (e.g., human, dog, etc.) and non-living

body (e.g., car, chair, and dining table). Our statistical anal-

ysis indicates that roughly 45.8% of images of our dataset

contain humans, which is starkly different from most depth

supervision datasets, and about 72% images contain object

instances that we use to drive our sampling.

5. Experiments

In this section, we first evaluate the performance of our

model through zero-shot cross-dataset evaluation on six

RGB-D benchmarks that were unseen during training. After

that, we present ablation studies of our method to demon-

strate the benefit of our structure-guided ranking loss.

5.1. Test data

Ibims [16] consists of 100 RGB-D pairs from indoor

scenes for evaluation. In order to provide a detailed anal-

ysis on specific characteristics (e.g., depth discontinuities)

of depth maps, the dataset provides masks for distinct depth

transitions and planar regions.

TUM [30] consists of RGB-D images of indoor scenes of

people performing different actions. For fair comparisons,

we use the same data as [21] for evaluation. In particu-

lar, there are 11 image sequences with 1815 images. This

dataset provides human masks, so we can also evaluate

depth edges around human instances.

Sintel [1] is derived from the open source 3D animated

short film consisting of 1064 images with accurate ground

truth depth maps.

NYUDv2 [29] is an indoor dataset with depth captured by

a Kinect depth sensor. We use the official test split (654 im-

ages) for evaluation. The original resolution of each image

is 480 × 640, we follow the previous method [6] to report

scores on a pre-defined center cropping.

KITTI [31] consists of over 93K outdoor images col-

lected from a car with stereo cameras and Lidar ground

truth. In our experiments, we use the commonly used test

split (697 images) provided by Eigen et al. [6] and only

evaluate on pixels with valid ground truth depth.

DIODE [32] contains both indoor and outdoor static

scenes with accurate ground truth depth. We use the offi-

cial test set (771 images).

5.2. Metrics

For zero-shot cross-dataset evaluation, we use an ordinal

error [3], analogous to Weighted Human Disagreement Rate

(WHDR) [41]. The ordinal error can be defined as

Ord =

∑

i ωiI(ℓi 6= ℓ∗i,τ (p))
∑

i ωi

, (8)

where ωi is set to 1, and the ordinal relationships ℓi and

ℓ∗i,τ (p) are computed using Eqn. 2. For each image, we

randomly sample 50000 point pairs to compute the ordinal

error. This ordinal error is a general metric for evaluating

the ordinal accuracy of a depth map, and it can be directly

used with difference sources of depth ground truth.

Although our model is mainly trained with the ordi-

nal ranking loss, we also report various metric depth error

scores for completeness. Our model gives competitive re-

sults under these metrics. Due to limited space, please refer

to the supplementary material for details.

5.3. Zeroshot Crossdataset Evaluation

We report the ordinal error of different models in Ta-

ble 1 compared with state-of-the-art methods. Note that

these models were trained using different datasets and dif-

ferent losses. The ordinal error may not fairly reflect all

the aspects of their quality, but it is a meaningful metric to

demonstrate their cross-dataset generalization performance.

Compared methods For DIW [3], we use their released

model that trained on DIW using a ranking loss. RW [36]

was trained with a ranking loss on the RW dataset which is

derived from web stereo images. DL [34] was trained with a
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Figure 3. Example images from our (HR-WSI) dataset, consisting of high-resolution stereo images in the wild, and derived disparity maps

with consistency checking.

Methods Training Datasets Loss Ibims TUM Sintel NYUDv2 KITTI DIODE Avg. Ranking

DIW [3] DIW PR 46.97 39.62 43.50 37.33 29.92 45.40 11.00

DL [34] ID L1 40.92 31.62 36.63 31.67 25.40 43.77 9.50

RW [36] RW PR 33.13 30.07 31.12 26.76 16.40 39.42 6.50

MD [22] MD SI+MGM+ROD 36.82 31.88 38.07 27.84 17.50 39.07 8.83

YT3D [4] RW+DIW+YT3D PR 31.73 30.37 33.88 26.39 15.08 35.57 5.33

MC [21] MC SI+MGM+MES 31.30 26.22 37.49 25.48 22.46 40.85 6.17

MiDaS [19] RW+MD+MV AI+MGM 30.09 27.20 28.35 25.25 14.73 35.27 2.50

Ours AI HRWSI AI+MGM 32.59 27.82 34.06 27.57 15.99 37.92 6.17

Ours† RW SR+MGM 32.29 29.07 30.98 26.93 16.69 38.91 5.83

Ours R HRWSI PR 27.91 27.44 31.89 23.31 14.92 33.24 3.00

Ours HRWSI SR+MGM 27.23 25.67 30.70 23.21 14.01 33.11 1.17

Table 1. Ordinal error (%) of zero-shot cross-dataset evaluation. Existing monodepth methods were trained on different sources of

data: DIW, ReDWeb (RW), MegaDepth (MD), 3D Movies (MV), iPhone Depth (ID), YouTube3D (YT3D), and MannequinChallenge (MC);

with different losses: pair-wise ranking loss (PR), affine-invariant MSE loss (AI), multi-scale gradient matching loss (MGM), L1 loss (L1),

scale-invariant loss (SI), robust ordinal depth loss (ROD) and multi-scale edge-aware smoothness loss (MES). Our structure-guided ranking

loss is denoted as SR. To disentangle the effect of datasets from that of losses, we also evaluate three baseline models: 1) Ours AI: using

the same losses as MiDaS; 2) Ours†: using our final loss on the RW dataset; 3) Ours R: using the pair-wise ranking loss [36]. To evaluate

the robustness of trained models, we compare our models with the state-of-the-art methods on six RGBD datasets that were unseen during

training. The lowest error is boldfaced and the second lowest is underlined.

ℓ1 loss on the iPhone Depth (ID) dataset of about 2k images

which was collected by an iPhone camera. MD [22] was

trained with a scale-invariant loss and a multi-scale gradi-

ent matching loss on a large scale dataset MD which focuses

on famous outdoor landmarks. YT3D [4] also combined

different sources of data (i.e., RW, DIW, and YT3D) to im-

prove the robustness of the model. They used the original

ranking loss for training. MC [21] targets on learning the

depth of people, so the model was trained on the MC dataset

in which each image contains humans. Since only a single

image can be used, we use the single-view model of MC

for comparisons. Similar to MD, they used a scale-invariant

loss and a a multi-scale gradient matching loss for training.

MiDaS [19] was trained using an affine-invariant loss com-

bined with a multi-scale gradient matching term. The model

also used much more data by mixing RW, MD, and MV.

As shown in Table 1, MiDaS achieves very competitive

generalization performance, but their model was trained on

a collection of large-scale datasets. To better compare with

their loss functions, we train a baseline model Ours AI on

our proposed dataset using the same loss functions and set-

tings proposed by [19].

Despite the fact that both MiDaS and YT3D mixed dif-

ferent sources of data for training, our model still achieves

the best performance in this setting. The only excep-

tion is that MiDaS performs slightly better than ours on

Sintel dataset. This is likely due to the fact the char-

acteristics of Sintel and MV are similar, since both of

them were derived from movie data. MD and MC were

trained on datasets of outdoor landmarks and humans, re-

spectively. As a result, MD performs well in outdoor

scenes (e.g., KITTI), but falls short in indoor scenes (e.g.,

Ibims, TUM, and NYUDv2). Similarly, MC generalizes

worse on datasets that contain outdoor scenes (e.g., KITTI

and DIODE). Compared to these state-of-the-art methods,

our final model shows stronger robustness in unconstrained

scenes, showing the advantage of our web stereo dataset.

Compared with the baseline models (i.e. Ours AI, Ours†,

and Ours R), our model consistently achieves lower rank-

ing errors. In addition to quantitative comparisons, we also
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RGB Ours AI Ours R Ours E Ours ER Ours ERI Ours ERM Ours ERIM GT
Figure 4. Qualitative evaluation of different sampling strategies and the affine-invariant loss. Best viewed zoomed in on-screen. Our

full model trained with a combination of the structure-guide ranking loss and the multi-scale gradient matching loss generates a globally

consistent depth map with sharp depth boundaries and detailed depth structures.

demonstrate qualitative results in Fig. 5. One can see that

our model can get more consistent depth with sharper depth

discontinuities. Benefited from our accurate sky masks,

Ours AI is also able to generate more accurate depth at sky

regions. However, the affine-invariant loss does not seem

sensitive to local depth structures and the depth boundaries,

and thus the predictions are more blurry and lack details.

5.4. Analysis of structureguided sampling

In order to analyse the effectiveness of structure-guided

sampling, we conduct ablation studies on two RGB-D

benchmarks. In particular, we analyze the effect of loss

functions on the accuracy of depth boundary localization.

We use boundary errors (εacc and εcomp) on Ibims accord-

ing to their definitions [16]. In addition, we follow [21] to

measure human-related scale-invariant RMSE (si-hum, si-

intra, and si-inter) on TUM. We refer the reader to the cor-

responding papers for the definition of these metrics. Note

that, all the compared models are only able to generate rel-

ative depth. In order to evaluate these with respect to metric

depth ground truth, we align the scale and shift of all pre-

dictions to the ground truth before evaluation [19].

Our full model uses a combination of sampling strate-

gies such as random sampling (R), edge-guided sampling

(E), instance-guide sampling (I) as well as the multi-scale

gradient matching loss term (M). The results of different

combinations of these components are shown in Table. 2.

Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 4.

From Table. 2 and Fig. 4, one can observe that our

ranking-based models perform better at depth boundaries

as well as depth consistency of people. In general, Ours AI

tends to be blurry and lack local depth details comparing

with other baselines, but it provide pretty good depth con-

sistency. Similarly, since Ours R is trained on random point

pairs, the prediction also tends to be less accurate on local

structures. If we only use edge-guided sampling that sam-

ples point pairs around edges (i.e., Ours E), depth bound-

aries become sharper at the cost of depth consistency both

qualitatively and quantitatively. Therefore, global and local

information are both important in our task, and the com-

bination of the two (Ours ER) strikes a good balance. To

Ibims TUM

Methods εacc εcomp si-human si-intra si-inter

DIW [3] 8.083 82.549 0.437 0.345 0.474

DL [34] 2.391 41.456 0.319 0.268 0.339

RW [36] 3.029 67.725 0.304 0.238 0.330

MD [22] 3.439 75.719 0.349 0.266 0.379

YT3D [4] 7.542 85.921 0.347 0.288 0.369

MC [21] 3.588 64.495 0.294 0.227 0.319

MiDaS [19] 2.766 66.290 0.288 0.228 0.309

Ours AI 2.829 73.197 0.287 0.230 0.308

Ours R 2.345 50.507 0.296 0.227 0.320

Ours E 2.029 61.380 0.322 0.240 0.350

Ours ER 2.203 47.585 0.301 0.226 0.326

Ours ERI 1.936 53.029 0.291 0.225 0.315

Ours ERM 2.093 34.962 0.296 0.228 0.319

Ours ERIM 1.835 41.294 0.280 0.212 0.303

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation, and an ablation of variants on our

loss function, including: Ours AI: the baseline model trained on

our data with affine invariant and multi-scale gradient losses as

in [19]; Ours R: random sampling ranking loss; Ours E: edge-

guided sampling; Ours ER: edge-guided sampling + Ours R;

Ours ERI: instance-guided sampling + Ours ER; Ours ERM:

multi-scale gradient matching term + Ours ER; Ours ERIM: our

model trained with our final loss functions. For all metrics, lower

is better.

further improve the performance of depth consistency on

object instances, we incorporate instance-guided sampling

into our sampling strategy (i.e., Ours ERI). One can observe

that Ours ERI’s performances of depth consistency and

boundary accuracy are both improved over Ours ER. The

importance of instance-guided sampling is also reflected in

the improvements of Ours ERIM over Ours ERM, as the

only difference between the two is whether using instance

guidance or not. Overall, our full model achieves the best

performance.

6. Conclusion

Disparity data generated from stereo images and videos

is a promising source of supervision for depth prediction

methods, but it can only approximate the true inverse depth
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Figure 5. Qualitative results of single image depth prediction methods applied to different datasets.

up to an affine transformation. As a result, we have intro-

duced a structure-guided ranking loss to guide the network

towards the hardest, and most critical, components of depth

reconstruction: depth discontinuities. In addition, we in-

troduced a high-resolution web stereo image dataset that

covers diverse scenes with dense ground truth, and showed

that our proposed loss can learn consistent predictions with

sharp depth discontinuities. One feature of our loss is that it

is easily guide-able, meaning for any new task and dataset,

the sampling strategy could be tweaked to address specific

attributes necessary for downstream applications.
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